Reviews & Press
“His songs belie a sharp-tooled craftsmanship on the writing side, yet wash over the listener with
fluid finesse... Spooner reminds us that, even as listeners, we’re all a part of the story, too.”
						
Wood & Steel Magazine
“His soulful vocals tackle lyrics about death, danger, and the desire to escape, but despite the
meatiness of the themes, the songs refuse to wallow in melodrama...Spooner is a thought-provoking
songwrtiter...”
						
Northeast Performer
“Upon hearing Jason for the first time, I had hope that a new acoustic sound was coming our way.
It is apparent that a unique blend of influences has sent him in a different direction, one we need
to hear more of. Jason’s lyrics have been on my brain for a month or more ...and it doesn’t look like
they’re going anywhere.”
							
WERS - Boston
“Jason Spooner’s latest record is destined for my list of favorites when the end of the year rolls
around... Spooner’s voice is fresh, authentic and distinct. Combined with the story-telling narration
of some of the songs and the gorgeous melodies of others, Spooner hits the mark every time.”
						
The Portland Press Herald
“I was immediately struck by Jason’s voice... this is one of those albums that I’ve played to death
since I got it in. Pure gold.”
			
			
Indielaunchpad.com
“The Flame You Follow is a big step forward, an album that feels like an album, by a band that sounds
like a band...”
					
The Portland Phoenix
“Jason’s songs are keys to the locked trunks that hold the artifacts of our lives. You can enjoy the
music as top-shelf entertainment, but I guarantee that you’re going to want to come back and dig
for the treasure.”					
							
MaineToday.com
“Do you remember how you felt when you heard David Wilcox’s debut “The Nightshift Watchman,” or
Dar Williams’ debut “The Honesty Room”? It’s that kind of feeling: this is someone important.“ 		
						
Songwriter Christine Lavin
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